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ON THE CONTRAVARIANT OF HOMOGENEOUS FORMS
ARISING FROM ISOLATED HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES
ALEXANDER ISAEV
Abstract. Let Qdn be the vector space of homogeneous forms of degree d ě 3
on Cn, with n ě 2. The object of our study is the map Φ, introduced in earlier
articles by J. Alper, M. Eastwood and the author, that assigns to every form
for which the discriminant ∆ does not vanish the so-called associated form
lying in the space Q
npd´2q˚
n . This map is a morphism from the affine variety
Xdn :“ tf P Q
d
n : ∆pfq ‰ 0u to the affine space Q
npd´2q˚
n . Letting p be the
smallest integer such that the product ∆pΦ extends to a morphism from Qdn
to Q
npd´2q˚
n , one observes that the extended map defines a contravariant of
forms in Qdn. In the present paper we obtain upper bounds for p thus providing
estimates for the contravariant’s degree.
1. Introduction
In this paper we discuss a curious connection between complex singularity theory
and classical invariant theory proposed in [EI1] and further explored in [AI1], [AI2],
[AIK]. What follows is written mainly for complex analysts and geometers, thus
some of our expositional and notational choices may not be up to the taste of a
reader with background in algebra, for which we apologize in advance.
Let Qdn be the vector space of homogeneous forms of degree d on C
n, where
n ě 2, d ě 3. Fix f P Qdn and consider the hypersurface Vf :“ tz P C
n | fpzq “ 0u.
We will be interested in the situation when the singularity of f at the origin is
isolated, or, equivalently, when the discriminant ∆pfq of f does not vanish. In
this case, define Mf :“ Crz1, . . . , zns{pfz
1
, . . . , fzn q to be the Milnor algebra of the
singularity. Since the partial derivatives fz
1
, . . . , fzn have no common zeros away
from the origin, the Nullstellensatz implies that the algebraMf is isomorphic to the
local algebra Crrz1, . . . , znss{pfz
1
, . . . , fzn q. By the Mather-Yau theorem (see [MY]
and also [Be], [Sh], [GLS, Theorem 2.26]), the isomorphism class of Mf determines
the germ of the hypersurface Vf at the origin up to biholomorphism, hence the form
f up to linear equivalence.
In fact, for a general isolated hypersurface singularity defined by (the germ of)
a holomorphic function F , the Mather-Yau theorem states that, remarkably, the
singularity is determined, up to biholomorphism, by n and the isomorphism class
of the Tjurina algebra TF :“ Crrz1, . . . , znss{pF, Fz
1
, . . . , Fzn q. The proof of the
Mather-Yau theorem is not constructive, and it is an important open problem—
called the reconstruction problem—to understand explicitly how the singularity is
encoded in the corresponding Tjurina algebra. In this paper we concentrate on the
homogeneous case as set out in the previous paragraph (notice that Tf “Mf). In
this situation, the reconstruction problem was solved in [IK], where we proposed
a simple algorithm for extracting the linear equivalence class of the form f from
the isomorphism class of Mf . An alternative (invariant-theoretic) approach to the
Mathematics Subject Classification: 14L24, 32S25.
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reconstruction problem—which applies to the more general class of quasihomoge-
neous isolated hypersurface singularities—was developed in article [EI1], where we
proposed a method for extracting certain numerical invariants of the singularity
directly from its Milnor algebra (see also [EI2], [I]). Already in the case of homoge-
neous singularities this approach leads to a curious concept that deserves attention
regardless of the reconstruction problem and that is interesting from the purely
classical invariant theory viewpoint. This concept is the focus of the present paper.
We will now briefly describe the idea behind it with details postponed until
Section 2. Let m be the (unique) maximal ideal ofMf and SocpMf q the socle ofMf ,
defined as SocpMf q :“ tx P Mf : xm “ 0u. It turns out that Mf is a Gorenstein
algebra, i.e., dimC SocpMf q “ 1, and, moreover, that SocpMf q is spanned by the
image zHpfq of the Hessian Hpfq of f in Mf . Observing that Hpfq is an element
of Q
npd´2q
n , one can then introduce a form defined on the n-dimensional quotient
m{m2 with values in SocpMf q as follows:
m{m2 Ñ SocpMf q, x ÞÑ y
npd´2q,
where y is any element of m that projects to x P m{m2. There is a canonical
isomorphism m{m2 – Cn˚ and, since zHpfq spans the socle, there is also a canonical
isomorphism SocpMf q – C. Hence, one obtains a form f of degree npd´ 2q on C
n˚
(which can be interpreted as an element of the dual space Q
npd´2q˚
n ), called the
associated form of f .
The principal object of our study is the morphism
Φ : Xdn Ñ Q
npd´2q˚
n , f ÞÑ f
of affine algebraic varieties, where Xdn is the variety of forms in Q
d
n with nonzero
discriminant. This map has a GLn-equivariance property (see Proposition 2.4),
and one of the reasons for our interest in Φ is the following intriguing conjecture
proposed in [AI1], [EI1]:
Conjecture 1.1. For every regular GLn-invariant function S on X
d
n there exists
a rational GLn-invariant function R on Q
npd´2q˚
n defined at all points of the set
ΦpXdnq Ă Q
npd´2q˚
n such that R ˝ Φ “ S.
Observe that, if settled, Conjecture 1.1 would imply an invariant-theoretic so-
lution to the reconstruction problem in the homogeneous case. Indeed, on the
one hand, regular GLn-invariant functions on X
d
n are easily seen to separate the
GLn-orbits (see, e.g., [EI1, Proposition 3.1]), and, on the other hand, the result
of the evaluation of any rational GLn-invariant function on the associated form f
depends only on the isomorphism class of Mf . Thus, the conjecture would yield a
complete system of biholomorphic invariants of homogeneous isolated hypersurface
singularities constructed from the algebra Mf alone. So far, Conjecture 1.1 has
been confirmed for binary forms (see [EI1], [AI2]), and its weaker variant (which
does not require that the function R be defined on the entire image of Φ) has been
established for all n and d (see [AI1]).
The conjecture is also rather interesting from the purely invariant-theoretic point
of view. Indeed, if settled, it would imply that the invariant theory of forms in Qdn
can be extracted, by way of the morphism Φ, from that of forms in Q
npd´2q˚
n at
least at the level of rational invariant functions, or absolute invariants.
The main goals of the present paper are twofold. Firstly, we would like to draw
the attention of the complex-analytic audience to the concept of the associated
form and the curious connection between complex geometry and invariant theory
manifested through it as explained above and in more detail in Section 2. Secondly,
we look at another aspect of associated forms, which is not directly related to
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Conjecture 1.1 but nevertheless contributes to classical invariant theory. Namely,
letting p be the smallest integer such that the product ∆pΦ extends to a morphism
from Qdn to Q
npd´2q˚
n , by utilizing the equivariance property of Φ one observes that
this product defines a contravariant of degree nppd ´ 1qn´1 ´ n of forms in Qdn
(see Section 3 for details). It appears that for general n and d this contravariant
is new and had not been studied prior to our recent work [AIK] where it was first
introduced and related to known contravariants in the cases of binary quartics,
binary quintics and ternary cubics.
One of the first natural questions arising while investigating ∆pΦ is that of de-
termining or at least estimating the integer p and hence the contravariant’s degree.
In [AIK] we showed that p “ 1 for n “ 2, 3. In the present paper we find an upper
bound for p that works for all n (see Theorem 3.1). If n “ 2, 3, this bounds yields
p “ 1 as expected while in general it is not sharp as evidenced by our more precise
estimates obtained for n “ 4, 5 in Propositions 3.3, 3.5.
Acknowledgements. This work is supported by the Australian Research Coun-
cil.
2. Preliminaries on associated forms
In this section we provide an introduction to associated forms and their prop-
erties that requires only a minimal background in algebra, for which we include
detailed references.
Let Qdn :“ Sym
dpCn˚q be the vector space of homogeneous forms of degree d on
Cn where n ě 2. Its dimension is given by the well-known formula
(2.1) dimC Q
d
n “
ˆ
d` n´ 1
d
˙
.
The standard action of GLn :“ GLnpCq on C
n induces an action on Qdn as follows:
pCfqpzq :“ f
`
z ¨ C´t
˘
for C P GLn, f P Q
d
n and z “ pz1, . . . , znq P C
n. Two forms that lie in the same
GLn-orbit are called linearly equivalent.
To every nonzero f P Qdn we associate the hypersurface
Vf :“ tz P C
n | fpzq “ 0u
and consider it as a complex space with the structure sheaf induced by f . The
singular set of Vf is then the critical set of f . In particular, if d ě 2 the hypersurface
Vf has a singularity at the origin. We are interested in the situation when this
singularity is isolated, or, equivalently, when Vf is smooth away from 0. This
occurs if and only if f is nondegenerate, i.e., ∆pfq ‰ 0, where ∆ is the discriminant
(see [GKZ, Chapter 13]).
For d ě 3 define
Xdn :“ tf P Q
d
n | ∆pfq ‰ 0u.
Observe that GLn acts on the affine varietyX
d
n and note that every f P X
d
n is stable
with respect to this action, i.e., the orbit of f is closed in Xdn and has dimension n
2
(see, e.g., [Mu, Corollary 5.24]). It then follows by standard Geometric Invariant
Theory arguments (see, e.g., [EI1, Proposition 3.1]) that regular invariant functions
on Xdn separate the GLn-orbits. As explained in the introduction, this is one of the
facts that links Conjecture 1.1 with the reconstruction problem arising from the
Mather-Yau theorem.
Fix f P Xdn and consider the Milnor algebra of the singularity of Vf , which is the
complex local algebra
Mf :“ Crrz1, . . . , znss{pf1, . . . , fnq,
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where Crrz1, . . . , znss is the algebra of formal power series in z1, . . . , zn with complex
coefficients and fj :“ Bf{Bzj, j “ 1, . . . , n. Since the singularity of Vf is isolated,
the algebraMf is Artinian, i.e., dimC Mf ă 8 (see [GLS, Proposition 1.70]). There-
fore, f1, . . . , fn is a system of parameters in Crrz1, . . . , znss, and since Crrz1, . . . , znss
is a regular local ring, f1, . . . , fn is a regular sequence in Crrz1, . . . , znss. This yields
that Mf is a complete intersection (see [Ma, §21]).
It is convenient to utilize another realization of the Milnor algebra. Namely, by
the Nullstellensatz, the algebra Crz1, . . . , zns{pf1, . . . , fnq is local, and it is easy to
see that it is isomorphic to Mf . Thus, we can write
Mf “ Crz1, . . . , zns{pf1, . . . , fnq.
Let m denote the maximal ideal of Mf , which consists of all elements represented
by polynomials in Crz1, . . . , zns vanishing at the origin. By Nakayama’s lemma, the
maximal ideal is nilpotent and we let ν :“ maxtη P N | mη ‰ 0u be the socle degree
of Mf .
Since Mf is a complete intersection, by [Ba] it is a Gorenstein algebra. This
means that the socle of Mf , defined as
SocpMf q :“ tx PMf | xm “ 0u,
is a one-dimensional vector space over C (see, e.g., [H, Theorem 5.3]). We then
have SocpMf q “ m
ν . Furthermore, SocpMf q is spanned by the element zHpfq of
Mf represented by the Hessian Hpfq of f (see, e.g., [Sa, Lemma 3.3]). Since Hpfq
is a form in Q
npd´2q
n , it follows that ν “ npd´ 2q. Thus, the subspace
(2.2) Wf :“ Q
npd´2q´pd´1q
n f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Q
npd´2q´pd´1q
n fn Ă Q
npd´2q
n
has codimension 1, with the line spanned by Hpfq being complementary to it.
Let e˚
1
“ z1, . . . , e
˚
n “ zn be the basis in C
n˚ dual to the standard basis e1, . . . , en
in Cn and z˚
1
, . . . , z˚n the coordinates of a vector z
˚ P Cn˚ (we slightly abuse notation
by writing z˚ “ pz˚
1
, . . . , z˚nq). Denote by ω : SocpMf q Ñ C the linear isomorphism
given by the condition ωpzHpfqq “ 1. Define a form f of degree npd ´ 2q on Cn˚
(i.e., an element of Symnpd´2qpCnq) by the formula
fpz˚q :“ ω
´
pz˚1 pz1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` z˚npznqnpd´2q¯ ,
where pzj is the element of the algebra Mf represented by the coordinate function
zj P Crz1, . . . , zns. We call f the associated form of f .
Example 2.1. If f “ a1z
d
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anz
d
n for nonzero ai P C, then one computes
Hpfq “ pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨anqpdpd ´ 1qq
npz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ znq
d´2 and
fpz˚q “
1
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨an
pnpd´ 2qq!
pd!qn
pz˚1 ¨ ¨ ¨ z
˚
nq
d´2.
To calculate f in general, notice that if i1, . . . , in are nonnegative integers such
that i1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` in “ npd´ 2q, the product pzi11 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzinn lies in SocpMf q, hence we have
(2.3) pzi1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ pzinn “ µi1,...,inpfqzHpfq
for some µi1,...,inpfq P C. In terms of the coefficients µi1,...,inpfq the form f is
written as
(2.4) fpz˚q “
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`in“npd´2q
pnpd´ 2qq!
i1! ¨ ¨ ¨ in!
µi1,...,inpfqz
˚i1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ z˚inn .
We will now show:
Proposition 2.2. Each µi1,...,in is a regular function on the affine variety X
d
n.
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Proof. Recall that for f P Xdn the subspace Wf introduced in (2.2) has codimen-
sion 1, and the line spanned by the Hessian Hpfq is complementary to it in the
vector space Q
npd´2q
n . Let K :“ dimC Q
npd´2q´pd´1q
n and m1, . . . , mK be the stan-
dard monomial basis in Q
npd´2q´pd´1q
n . Then Wf is spanned by the products
fr ms, r “ 1, . . . , n, j “ s, . . . ,K. Choose a basis ekpfq :“ fr
k
ms
k
in Wf , with
k “ 1, . . . , N´1, where N :“ dimC Q
npd´2q
n . We note that the indices rk, sk can be
assumed to be independent of the form f if it varies in some Zariski open subset U
of Xdn, and from now on we assume that this is the case. Then for every g P Q
npd´2q
n
there are αkpf, gq P C, with k “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, and γpf, gq P C such that
(2.5) α1pf, gqe1pfq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αN´1pf, gqeN´1pfq ` γpf, gqHpfq “ g.
Notice that γpf, zi1
1
. . . zinn q “ µi1,...,inpfq for i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` in “ npd´ 2q (see (2.3)).
We now expand both sides of (2.5) with respect to the standard monomial basis
of Q
npd´2q
n . As a result, we obtain a linear system of N equations with the N
unknowns αkpf, gq, γpf, gq, k “ 1, . . . , N´1. Let Apfq be the matrix of this system
and Dpfq :“ detApfq. Clearly, the entries of the matrix Apfq are polynomials in
the coefficients of the form f . Furthermore, since for every f and g the system has
a solution, D does not vanish on U , and the solution can be found by applying
Cramer’s rule.
This implies, in particular, that on the set U the function µi1,...,in is a ratio of
two polynomials in the coefficients of f with nonvanishing denominator. As Xdn
admits an open cover by sets with this property, it follows that µi1,...,in is a regular
function on Xdn. This completes the proof. l
Remark 2.3. Theorem 3.1 in the next section is obtained by extending the above
argument and involves a further analysis of the denominator of µi1,...,in .
By Proposition 2.2 we have
(2.6) µi1,...,in “
Pi1,...,in
∆pi1,...,in
for some Pi1,...,in P CrQ
d
ns and nonnegative integer pi1,...,in (here and in what fol-
lows for any affine variety X over C we denote by CrXs its coordinate ring, which
coincides with the ring OXpXq of all regular functions on X). To obtain represen-
tation (2.6), recall that for any irreducible affine variety X and a regular non-zero
function h on X , any regular function on the affine open subset tx P X | hpxq ‰ 0u
is the ratio of a regular function on X and a non-negative power of h (see, e.g.,
[GW, Proposition 1.40]).
Thus, we have arrived at the morphism
Φ: Xdn Ñ Sym
npd´2qpCnq, f ÞÑ f
of affine algebraic varieties.
Next, recall that for any k ě 1 the polar pairing between the spaces SymkpCnq
and SymkpCn˚q is given as follows. Any P P SymkpCnq is a form of degree k in
e1, . . . , en, and any Q P Sym
kpCn˚q is a form of degree k in e˚
1
, . . . , e˚n, i.e., a form
of degree k in the variables z1, . . . , zn. Then the polar pairing between Sym
kpCnq
and SymkpCn˚q is defined by
SymkpCnq ˆ SymkpCn˚q Ñ C,
pP pe1, . . . , enq, Qpz1, . . . , znqq ÞÑ P pB{Bz1, . . . , B{Bznq pQq.
This pairing is nondegenerate and therefore yields a canonical identification between
the spaces SymkpCnq and pSymkpCn˚qq˚ “ Qk˚n (see, e.g., [D, Section 1.1.1] for
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details). Using this identification, from now on we will regard the associated form
as an element of Q
npd´2q˚
n and Φ as a morphism from Xdn to Q
npd´2q˚
n .
The map Φ is rather natural; in particular, [AI1, Proposition 2.1] implies an
equivariance property for Φ. Namely, introducing an action of GLn on the dual
space Q
npd´2q˚
n in the usual way as
pCgqphq :“ gpC´1hq, g P Qnpd´2q˚n , h P Q
npd´2q
n , C P GLn,
we have:
Proposition 2.4. For every f P Xdn and C P GLn the following holds:
ΦpCfq “ pdetCq2
´
CΦpfq
¯
.
In particular, the morphism Φ is SLn-equivariant.
Finally, we note that the associated form of f P Xdn arises from the following
invariantly defined map
m{m2 Ñ SocpMf q, x ÞÑ y
npd´2q,
with y P m being any element that projects to x P m{m2. Indeed, f is derived
from this map by identifying the target with C via ω and the source with Cn˚ by
mapping the image of pzj in m{m2 to e˚j , j “ 1, . . . , n. It then follows that for any
rational GLn-invariant function R on Q
npd´2q˚
n the value Rpfq depends only on the
isomorphism class of the algebraMf . As stated in the introduction, this is another
fact that links Conjecture 1.1 with the reconstruction problem. For other properties
of the associated form and the morphism Φ the interested reader is referred to [AI2,
Section 2] and [F, Section 4].
3. The results
3.1. Covariants and contravariants. Recall that a polynomial Γ P CrQdn ˆ C
ns
is said to be a covariant of forms in Qdn if for all f P Q
d
n, z P C
n and C P GLn the
following holds:
Γpf, zq “ pdetCqk ΓpCf, z ¨ Ctq,
where k is an integer called the weight of Γ. Every homogeneous component of Γ
with respect to z is automatically homogeneous with respect to f and is also a co-
variant. Such covariants are called homogeneous and their degrees with respect to f
and z are called the degree and order, respectively. We may consider a homogenous
covariant Γ of degree K and order D as the SLn-equivariant morphism
Qdn Ñ Q
D
n , f ÞÑ pz ÞÑ Γpf, zqq
of degree K with respect to f , which maps a form f P Qdn to the form in Q
D
n whose
evaluation at z is Γpf, zq. Covariants independent of z (i.e., of order 0) are called
relative invariants. Note that the discriminant ∆ is a relative invariant of forms in
Qdn of weight dpd´ 1q
n´1 (see [GKZ, Chapter 13]).
Analogously, a polynomial Λ P CrQdn ˆ C
n˚s is said to be a contravariant of
forms in Qdn if for all f P Q
d
n, z
˚ “ pz˚
1
, . . . , z˚nq P C
n˚ and C P GLn one has
Λpf, z˚q “ pdetCqk ΛpCf, z˚ ¨ C´1q,
where k is a (nonnegative) integer called the weight of Λ. Again, every contravariant
splits into a sum of homogeneous ones, and for a homogeneous contravariant its
degrees with respect to f and z˚ are called the degree and class, respectively.
We may consider a homogenous contravariant Λ of degree K and class D as the
SLn-equivariant morphism
Qdn Ñ Sym
DpCnq, f ÞÑ pz˚ ÞÑ Λpf, z˚qq
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of degree K with respect to f . Upon the standard identification SymDpCnq “
pSymDpCn˚qq˚ “ QD˚n induced by the polar pairing, this morphism can be regarded
as a map from Qdn to Q
D˚
n . We will abuse notation by using the same symbol to
denote both an element in CrQdn ˆ C
n˚s and the corresponding morphism Qdn Ñ
QD˚n .
3.2. The contravariant arising from Φ and its degree. Recall that the mor-
phism Φ is a map
Φ: Xdn Ñ Q
npd´2q˚
n
defined on the locus Xdn of nondegenerate forms. The coefficients µi1,...,in that
determine Φ (see (2.3), (2.4)) are elements of the coordinate ring CrXdns “ CrQ
d
ns∆.
Let pi1,...,in be the minimal integer such that ∆
pi1,...,in ¨µi1,...,in is a regular function
on Qdn (see formula (2.6)) and
p :“ maxtpi1,...,in | i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` in “ npd´ 2qu.
Then the product ∆pΦ is the morphism
∆pΦ: Xdn Ñ Q
npd´2q˚
n , f ÞÑ ∆pfq
pΦpfq,
which extends to a morphism from Qdn to Q
npd´2q˚
n . We denote the extended map
by the same symbol ∆pΦ.
Notice that, by Proposition 2.4, the morphism
∆pΦ: Qdn Ñ Q
npd´2q˚
n
is in fact a homogeneous contravariant of weight pdpd ´ 1qn´1 ´ 2. Since the class
of ∆pΦ is npd´ 2q, it follows that its degree is equal to nppd´ 1qn´1 ´ n. Observe
that this last formula implies p ą 0 as the degree of a contravariant is always
nonnegative.
We are now ready to state the first result of this paper.
THEOREM 3.1. We have
(3.1) p ď
„
nn´2
pn´ 1q!

,
where rxs denotes the largest integer that is less than or equal to x. Hence the degree
of ∆pΦ does not exceed nrnn´2{pn´ 1q!spd´ 1qn´1 ´ n.
Proof. We start as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 by solving system (2.5), which
was done by utilizing Cramer’s rule for any form f lying in a Zariski open subset
U of Xdn. Let, as before, Apfq be the matrix of this system and Dpfq :“ detApfq.
We see from (2.5) that the entries of the first N ´ 1 columns of the matrix Apfq
are linear functions of the coefficients of the form f , whereas the entries of the
Nth column are homogeneous polynomials of degree n in these coefficients, where
N :“ dimC Q
npd´2q
n . Therefore, D is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
(3.2) δ1 :“ N ` n´ 1
on Qdn nonvanishing on U . It then follows that the degree of the minimal denomi-
nator of µi1,...,in does not exceed δ1.
At the same time, ∆pi1,...,in ¨ µi1,...,in is a regular function on Q
d
n (recall that
pi1,...,in is the minimal integer with this property). It is well-known that ∆ is an
irreducible homogeneous polynomial of degree
(3.3) δ2 :“ npd´ 1q
n´1
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on Qdn (the irreducibility of ∆ can be observed by considering an incidence variety
as in [Mu, p. 169]). Therefore, the degree of the minimal denominator of µi1,...,in is
pi1,...,in ¨ δ2, hence one has
(3.4) pi1,...,in ¨ δ2 ď δ1.
We now need a lemma:
Lemma 3.2. We have
(3.5) δ1 ď
nn´2
pn´ 1q!
δ2.
Proof. From formulas (2.1), (3.2) we find
(3.6) δ1 “
˜
npd´ 1q ´ 1
n´ 1
¸
` n´ 1.
On the other hand, elementary combinatorics together with (3.3) yields
(3.7)
˜
npd´ 1q
n´ 1
¸
ď
pnpd´ 1qqn´1
pn´ 1q!
“
nn´2
pn´ 1q!
δ2
and
(3.8)
˜
npd´ 1q
n´ 1
¸
“
˜
npd´ 1q ´ 1
n´ 1
¸
`
˜
npd´ 1q ´ 1
n´ 2
¸
.
It is then clear that inequality (3.5) follows from (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) provided we
show that
(3.9)
˜
npd´ 1q ´ 1
n´ 2
¸
ě n´ 1.
For n “ 2 inequality (3.9) is obvious, and we assume that n ě 3. Then, as
n´ 2 ą 0, we have ˜
npd´ 1q ´ 1
n´ 2
¸
ě npd´ 1q ´ 1 ě n´ 1,
which establishes (3.9) and concludes the proof of the lemma. l
The theorem now follows by combining inequalities (3.4) and (3.5). l
Notice that the expression
nn´2
pn´ 1q!
δ2 “
pnpd´ 1qqn´1
pn´ 1q!
in the right-hand side of (3.5) is simply the leading term in δ1 at infinity with
respect to the parameter pd´1q (see (3.6)). Thus, the content of Lemma 3.2 is that
the value of δ1 is controlled from above by its asymptotic behavior for every d.
3.3. Estimates for the cases n “ 4, 5. Observe that for n “ 2, 3 upper bound
(3.1) yields p “ 1, which is the result of [AIK, Proposition 3.1]. However, (3.1) is
not sharp in general. Specifically, in the following two propositions we investigate
the cases n “ 4, n “ 5 and find that for sufficiently small values of d estimate (3.1)
can be improved.
Indeed, if n “ 4 inequality (3.1) yields p ď 2, whereas in fact the following holds:
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Proposition 3.3. For n “ 4 one has
p “ 1 if 3 ď d ď 6,
p ď 2 if d ě 7.
Proof. Let us determine the values of d for which δ1 ă 2δ2. By expanding formulas
(3.3) and (3.6) for n “ 4, we see that this inequality is equivalent to
(3.10) 4d3 ´ 36d2 ` 71d´ 36 ă 0.
Set F ptq :“ 4t3 ´ 36t2 ` 71t´ 36 and write the left-hand side of (3.10) as
F pdq “ dp4d2 ´ 36d` 71q ´ 36.
The expression 4d2 ´ 36d ` 71 is easily seen to be negative for 3 ď d ď 6, thus
F pdq ă 0 for these values of d as well. On the other hand, one calculates F p7q ą 0
and observes that F 1ptq “ 12t2 ´ 72t` 71 is positive for t ě 7, hence F pdq ą 0 for
all d ě 7.
Thus, we have shown that (3.10) holds precisely for 3 ď d ď 6. For these values
of d inequality (3.4) yields p “ 1, which completes the proof. l
Remark 3.4. The proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that the bound p ď 2 cannot be
improved for any d ě 7 if one relies just on (3.4) and the inequality δ1 ă 2δ2.
Next, we will investigate the case n “ 5, which is computationally more demand-
ing. In this situation, inequality (3.1) yields p ď 5, but we will obtain the following
more precise bounds:
Proposition 3.5. For n “ 5 one has
p “ 1 if d “ 3,
p ď 2 if d “ 4,
p ď 3 if 5 ď d ď 8,
p ď 4 if 9 ď d ď 50,
p ď 5 if d ě 51.
Proof. First, let us determine the values of d for which δ1 ă 5δ2. As in the proof of
Proposition 3.3, by expanding formulas (3.3) and (3.6) for n “ 5, we see that this
inequality is equivalent to
(3.11) 5d4 ´ 270d3 ` 955d2 ´ 1170d` 504 ă 0.
Set F1ptq :“ 5t
4´ 270t3` 955t2´ 1170t` 504 and write the left-hand side of (3.11)
as
F1pdq “ d
2p5d2 ´ 270d` 955q ´ 1170d` 504.
The expression 5d2´ 270d` 955 is immediately seen to be negative for 4 ď d ď 50,
thus, as ´1170d` 504 ă 0 for all d ě 3, it follows that F1pdq ă 0 for 4 ď d ď 50.
Also, one computes F1p3q ă 0, and therefore we have F1pdq ă 0 for all 3 ď d ď 50.
On the other hand, one calculates F1p51q ą 0, F
1
1p51q ą 0 and observes that
F 21 ptq “ 60t
2 ´ 1620t2 ` 1910 is positive for t ě 51, hence F1pdq ą 0 for all d ě 51.
Thus, we have proved that (3.11) holds precisely for 3 ď d ď 50. For these values
of d inequality (3.4) yields p ď 4.
Next, let us find the values of d for which δ1 ă 4δ2. As above, by expanding
formulas (3.3) and (3.6) for n “ 5, we see that this inequality is equivalent to
(3.12) 29d4 ´ 366d3 ` 1099d2 ´ 1266d` 528 ă 0.
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Set F2ptq :“ 29t
4 ´ 366t3 ` 1099t2 ´ 1266t ` 528 and write the left-hand side of
(3.12) as
F2pdq “ d
2p29d2 ´ 366d` 1099q ´ 1266d` 528.
The expression 29d2 ´ 366d ` 1099 is negative for 5 ď d ď 7, thus F2pdq ă 0 for
these values of d as well. Also, one computes F2p3q ă 0, F2p4q ă 0, F2p8q ă 0 and
therefore F2pdq ă 0 for all 3 ď d ď 8. On the other hand, F2p9q ą 0, F
1
2p9q ą 0 and
it is not hard to observe that F 22 ptq “ 348t
2 ´ 2196t` 2198 is positive for t ě 9,
hence F2pdq ą 0 for all d ě 9. We have thus shown that (3.12) holds precisely for
3 ď d ď 8. For these values of d inequality (3.4) leads to the bound p ď 3.
Further, let us determine the values of d for which δ1 ă 3δ2. For n “ 5 this
inequality is equivalent to
(3.13) 53d4 ´ 462d3 ` 1243d2 ´ 1362d` 552 ă 0.
Set F3ptq :“ 53t
4 ´ 462t3 ` 1243t2 ´ 1362t ` 552 and observe that F3p3q ă 0,
F3p4q ă 0. On the other hand, F3p5q ą 0, F
1
3p5q ą 0 and we see that F
2
3 ptq “
636t2 ´ 2772t` 2486 is positive for t ě 5, therefore F3pdq ą 0 for all d ě 5. Thus,
(3.13) holds precisely for d “ 3, 4. For these values of d inequality (3.4) implies
p ď 2.
Finally, let us find the values of d for which δ1 ă 2δ2. For n “ 5 this inequality
is equivalent to
(3.14) 77d4 ´ 558d3 ` 1387d2 ´ 1458d` 576 ă 0.
Set F4ptq :“ 77t
4´ 558t3` 1387t2´ 1458t` 576 and notice that F4p3q ă 0. On the
other hand, F4p4q ą 0, F
1
4p4q ą 0 and one observes that F
2
4 ptq “ 924t
2´3348t`2774
is positive for t ě 4, hence F4pdq ą 0 for all d ě 4. Therefore, (3.14) holds precisely
for d “ 3. For this value of d inequality (3.4) yields p “ 1.
The proof is now complete. l
Remark 3.6. As in remark 3.4, we note that the bounds obtained in Proposition
3.5 cannot be improved if one relies just on (3.4) and the inequalities δ1 ă kδ2 for
k “ 2, 3, 4, 5.
Remark 3.7. One may get the impression that the method of proof of Propositions
3.3, 3.5 always yields that p “ 1 if d “ 3. In fact, this is not the case as the example
of n “ 6 shows. Indeed, for n “ 6, d “ 3 the above approach only leads to the
bound p ď 2.
The analysis carried out in the proofs of Propositions 3.3, 3.5 can be extended, in
principle, to the case of any n. Indeed, both δ1 and δ2 may be viewed as polynomials
of degree n ´ 1 in d, and one may try to explicitly determine the values of d for
which the difference kδ2´δ1 is positive, where k “ 2, . . . , rn
n´2{pn´1q!s. However,
an analysis of this kind appears to be computationally quite challenging to perform
in full generality, and we did not attempt to do so.
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